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Students'Workshop
Time Management
Ms. Vandana Tandon, HT Faculty
GLH
22.L7.17 / 45 min
RDPS, Pitampura
Students of classes VII & VIII (A to E)
Students' Workshop

Obiectives

' To inculcate value for time management and reinforce the saying, 'Time and Tide wait for None'.

. To motivate students to utilize their time effectively,

DESCRIPTION:

"If yowwa,nttabet m,oraprodt*cfwq yow tue2l/tabe*ome, magter of yotv mi,rnttert"

- Cryfr&?a,i,np/

The bad news is - time flies! And the good news is - you are the pilot!

Managing one's time is no lesser than an art and those who master this art cannot lose any race in life.
Time is a special resource that one cannot store or save for later use, Everyone has the exact same
amount of time each day. Time not well used cannot be retrieved. Wise time management can help one
finci tiie tii--,re fci''"rhat he rJesires, and for what he needs to do. To sensitize the students about the
importance of time management, a workshop was conducted. It basically emphasised on the fact that a

lot of time is wasted by many of us without even realising about the same. Unknowingly or in some cases
deliberately we have turned ourselves into the 'time wasters'. So the motto of the workshop was to know
the facts to convert the "time waster" in ourselves to a "time stealer". Very precisely this difference was
explained and discussed by the resource person.

---.ilildren were engrossed in various activities wherein they were asked to jot down their time management
for the day and eventually for a week. Students were also told the concept of "buffer time" which was very
new to them' It is a strategy of saving that time which we waste without noticing. It is also spent
sometimes while switching from one activity to another. The time wasted meanwhile is also counted in our
time table but all of us generally do not pay heed towards that. The students took a keen interest to know
about the same. They were also asked to set their priorities so that more time could be devoted to the
most important chores. To end with, the queries of the children were answered very calmly and patiently
by the resource person.

Prepared uv, }*f*''
(Ms. Saksh\Makhija) Malhotra)

Submitted to: Principal

o/t,*, i,,L,copy: Face book / Magazine .....1..'....S.i... website... .f..O.X,

Submitted rr, ..4Xl.tW.
(Ms. Archana Shori)
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